Terms and Conditions

What is a Registered Nutritionist?
Nutrition covers many fields and there are many people who claim to be professionals but do not have the recognised qualifications to meet your needs. Look out for Registered Nutritionists with the letter RNutr after their name for science-based healthy eating advice. The Association for Nutrition (AfN) protects the public and promotes high standards in evidence-based science and professional practice of nutrition. Entry onto the UK Voluntary Register of Nutritionists (UKVRN) is an assurance that we meet the rigorous standards of competence and professionalism. You can trust a Registered Nutritionist and also a Registered Dietitian

Confidentiality
As a UKVRN registrant I adhere to the Association for Nutrition Standards of Ethics, Conduct and Performance including maintaining client confidentiality.

Complaints Policy
Should you need to make a complaint, we aim to deal with and resolve concerns quickly providing an explanation of where we have got things wring and the action taken. We are committed to learning from feedback to continually improve our service.

Contact
For more information on our services, please email: nutrition@laurawyness.com or call: + 44 (0)7545 144 155

Disclaimer
We make every effort to ensure that the information contained in this website was accurate at the time of its last update. We remind you, however, that any information published on this website can become out of date prior to a website update. We accept no responsibility for any loss of whatever nature arising out of the use of this website and/or the information contained herein. Information or resources I provide should not be seen as a substitute for personalised advice from a dietitian, nurse or doctor.